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INTRODUCTION 
Let o be a local valuation domain with 2 as a unit, V an n-ary free o-module 
with a nonsingular alternating form. Q,(V) or Sp(V) is the symplectic group 
on V. An element a of Q(V) is called an isometry. If o fixes a hyperplane 
then we say it a transvection and the set of transvections is denoted by T(V). 
Clearly the inverse of a transvection is also a transvection. Since Q(V) is 
generated by T(V), any isometry is a finite product of transvections. Hence 
we may consider the minimal length of expressions of isometry o by transvec- 
tions, we denote it by Z(a). 
Dieudonne [2] determined I( u in case that o is a field, his result is Z(u) = Y  ) 
or r + 1, Y  = dim Im(u - 1). In the present paper we consider this problem 
under the assumption o is a local valuation domain with 2 as a unit, i.e., o 
is a commutative integral domain which has unique maximal ideal m and for 
any a and b in o either a divides b or b divides a. 
In this paper set theoretic difference of A and B will be written A - B. 
M @ N is a direct sum of modules M and N. 
1. STATEMENT OF THE THEOREM 
Let v or - be the canonical homomorphism from o onto o = o/m. We use 
the same notation v or - to denote the canonical map from I’ onto 7 = V/mV. 
We define canonically % + 7 = x + y, ~3 = ZG and ~7 = 5 for x, y in V 
and a in o. Since V is nonsingular, v is an n-ary nonsingular alternating space 
over the field 8. For u in Sp( V) we define 0 in Sp( r) by Gf = Ox, x E V. Then 
the canonical map rr or - from S?(V) to Sp(p) defined by m(u) = 5 is a group 
homomorphism. 
For a subset U of V, U* = {x E V 1 XU = 0). For submodules U and W 
of V, U 1 W means UW = 0 and U n W = (0). If a submodule U of V 
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has a unit discriminant we say U is nonsingular. Since I’ is nonsingular, 
V = U 1 W means W = LT*. 
Let X, y be vectors in I7 and a in o. Suppose xy is a unit of o. Then H = 
ox + oy is nonsingular and so V = H i H*. A linear map T,~~,, on V which 
carries x to x + uy and is identity on (oy)* = oy i li* is a transvection 
if a :/- 0 and is the identity if a = 0. We say oy is the axis of 7s,oI/ . It is easily 
seen that T,,,!, = T* ay. Hence ?z,nv == 
+z,nu is contained in’T(I/). 
1 if and only if a is in ut otherwise 
Now, with these notations, we state our theorem. F is the quotient field 
of o. For 0 E Sp(V) let ST, be the fixed module of 0, i.e., I’, =- {X E V I cm = xi 
and d = dim FVu. We define Z(a) = 0 for 0 = 1. 
THEOREM. For a in Sp,( V) we have the following. 
(a) If (CT)” # 1 or 0 = 1 then Z(a) = n - d. 
(b) IfZ(a)#n-dthenZ(a)=n-dfl. 
Since o is a valuation ring, for any vector x in V there exist a in o and x’ 
in V - ntV such that x z KC’. 
2. PRELIMINARY LEMMAS 
LEMMA 2.1. l(o) .> n - d. 
Proof. This comes from the fact that transvections fix hyperplanes. QED. 
Lmmu 2.2. Let o be a $ekd. If u2 # 1 then there exists T in T( L’) such that 
CTv C ITT0 , dim VT0 = dim r0 + 1 and (7~)” # 1 or TU = 1. 
Proof. Since our theorem holds for a field o (see Dieudonne [2]), we have 
l(u) = n - d; put u :- ~~7~ ... 7,1--6 , 7i E T(V). Then 7;*0 = 72 ... T,~-$ , which 
shows us ~1~ is a desired one. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let u T- 1 and 0 = 1. Then there exists x in V ~.- VO such 
that if we wvite 
UX--X i-Uy, a E 0, and y E v - IllV, 
then xy is a unit. (In fact a is in lit, since 6 = 1.) 
Proof. We suppose there is no such x in V and shall induce a contradiction 
We put V = @Zn_r oui , write 
uui = ui + bivi , bi E m, ViE v-1nv 
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for 1 < i < 71. Since (5 # 1, at least one bi is not zero. Since 0 is a valuation 
ring, we may assume b, divides all bi , 1 < i < n. We write b, = b, u1 = u, 
and zlr = V. Further since V is nonsingular, for some z in I/, z’u is a unit of o. 
We also write 
ux = x + cw, CEllt, WE v-1mv. 
Then by the choice of b, b divides c, say c = be. Our assumption implies 
0 3 (u + x)(v + ew) = euw + xv mod m. (1) 
On the other hand, 
0 = uxuu - xu = (x + cw)(u + bv) - zu 
= bxv + cwu + bcwv. 
Since b # 0, we obtain 
0 = xv f ewu + cwv. (4 
By (1) and (2), 0 = 2zv + cwv mod m. However, since zv is a unit, so is cwv. 
This means c is not contained in m, which contradicts G = 1. Q.E.D. 
3. PROOF FOR (i) OF THE THEOREM 
We shall prove (i) of our theorem by induction on codim V, = n - d. 
By Lemma 2.1 it suffices to show Z(o) < n - d. 
Let n - d = 0, i.e., dimFV = dimFV- . Take any x in V. Then ax is 
in V, for some a # 0 in o. However UUX = ax implies ux = X, i.e., x belongs 
to V,, and so V, = V. Hence u = 1 and we have Z(u) = 0. 
Now we assume n - d > 1, i.e., u # 1. First let (C)2 # 1. Then by Lemma 
2.2 there exists T’ in Sp(v) such that VT,, = vG @ OX for some x in V and 
(~‘6)~ # 1 or T’C? = 1. Let 67 be the axis of 7’ for y in V. Then T’c?~ = 3 
implies I?% = (~‘)-~a = I + @ for some a in o. Since 3 is not contained in V5 , 
we have z # 0 and 3~ # 0. Therefore 7’ = T~,-~~ and ~6% # 0, i.e., xux is a 
unit in o. Then putting 7 = T~,~:-,,~ , we see r’ = t and V,, = V, @ ox, which 
gives us by inductive hypothesis Z(TU) = n - d - 1, so Z(U) < n - d. 
Next let 6 = 1. Then by Lemma 2.3 there exists x in V - V,, such that 
if we write ux = x + uy, a E M, and y E V - mV, then xy is a unit. Therefore 
putting 7 = Te,-ay , we have V,, = V, @ ox and 70 = 1. Hence by inductive 
hypothesis we have l(TU) = n - d - 1, so Z(u) < n - d. Thus we have com- 
pleted the proof of (i) of our theorem. 
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4. PROOF FOR (ii) OF THE THEOREM 
Since l(o) # n - d, we have (6)” = 1 and 6 # 1. Hence B = v5 1 y, _ 
Since u # 1, n - d f 0. Hence (V,)* # (0) and so (V,)* - mV f (0). 
We suppose that for any transvection 7 = T~.,~ with y in (V,)* - ntV we 
have (7(3)2 = 1, and imply a contradiction. 
Since (~7)~ = 1, we have G == (6))‘. Therefore, for above 7 we have G?(G))’ == 
(ql, i.e., 75a y = 7* -9 . Considering the axes of each side, we have 867 = 07. 
Therefore by (G)” = 1, we see Gjj .= &p. But if we take %in Fe or r-e according 
as 67 = 7 or -7, then T~,~,~~ # Q-*,,-~ , a contradiction. 
Thus we conclude for some y in ( VO)* - nt V there exists 7 z- 7z,Y with 
(G)e # 1. Then by the choice of y we have I ‘,, C V,, and applying (i) of the 
theorem Z(TU) = n - dim I-, < n - d. Therefore Z(o) < n - d + I and so 
Z(a) = a - d J- 1. Thus we have completed the proof for (ii) of the theorem. 
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